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Ladders - need to answer a question to go up them
Smog - need to answer a question to get out of it.



Question 1: Where should you throw away tin cans?
Answers: (on the ground), (recycling), (normal

garbage), (compost)

Question 2: How should you buy things to reduce waste?
Answers: (buy what you will use), (buy what you want),
(buy if it’s on sale), (it doesn’t matter)

Question 3: Name three types of renewable energy
Possible answers: (wind), (solar), (hydroelectric),
(geothermal), (biomass), anything else of you can think of
it

Question 4: Which of the following is always GOOD for the
environment:
Answers: (buying eco-friendly things to replace things you
are currently using), (use reusable water bottles), (using
services such as Uber), (buying local)

Question 5: Name one way plastic is bad for environment
Possible answers: (Animals may ingest plastic), (Plastics
last for very long, almost forever), (toxic substances could
released into the environment)



Question 6: How could we reduce CO2 emissions?
Answers: (kill more CO2 plants like trees), (eat less
meat), (ride smaller cars), (kill all the animals)

Question 7: Why do we have to throw away compact
flourescent lightbulbs in special places?
Answers: (it prevents the release of mercury), (lightbulbs
may still contain traces of energy), (animals can suffocate
on their twisted tubes), (to reuse the materials in the
bulbs),

Question 8: Which of the following emits the most CO2:
Answers: (burning fossil fuels), (deforestation),
(respiration), (eating food)

Question 9: Which of the following is not a greenhouse
gas?
Answers: (carbon dioxide), (nitrous oxide), (ozone),
(methane)

Question 10: What is an efficient way to save water
instead of using potentially wasteful sprinklers?
Answers: (don’t water your plants), (drip irrigation), (use
a hose)



Question 11: What kind of lightbulb is the most energy
efficient?
Answers: (incandescent), (LED), (compact fluorescent
light), (halogen)

Question 12: What is a way to help with climate change?
Answers: (reforestation), (deforestation), (killing a bunch
of people), (making more dams on rivers)

Question 13: What cannot cause your water irrigation
system to be inefficient?
Answers: (not watering on the plants), (broken water
lines), (damaged sprinkler heads), (drought)

Question 14: Which material for clothing is best for the
environment?
Answers: (polyester), (linen), (cotton), (leather)

Question 15: Order these modes of transportation from
least energy-efficient to most energy efficient: gas vehicle,
bus, electric vehicle, biking
Answer: gas vehicle, bus, electric vehicle, biking.

Question 16: Which of the following statements is false:
Answer: (gasses like methane, ozone and cfcs are
causing climate change), (Climate change is causing
sea levels to rise), (Climate change is making



temperatures rise and weather more extreme), (the
Russia-Ukraine war is helping people switch to more
green energy)

Question 17: What would happen if the ozone layer
disappeared?
Answers: (Climate change would be solved), (the
temperature would rise at an exponential rate), (everyone
would get skin cancer, massive sunburns and die),
(the earth’s rotation would reverse)

Question 18: Which is not an effect of the melting of the
ice in the poles being bad for the planet?
Answers: (Sea level rise), (Animals losing habitat), (more
heat is absorbed from the sun), (An ice age will start)

Question 19: Why should you disconnect something from
the plug if you aren’t using it for an extended period of
time?
Answers: (The cord might be damaged after prolonged
plugging in), (Energy slowly leaks from the outlet), (The
object is wasting energy because it’s not using it),
(The quantum balance will be thrown off)

Question 20: Where should you throw out electronics?
Answers: (in the grass), (recycling plant (sometimes)),
(compost), (garbage)



Question 21: Which type of meat listed emits the least
amount of greenhouse gasses?
Answers: (fish), (beef), (pork), (chicken)

Question 22: When is growing plants bad for the
environment? (Choose 1-4 answers)
Answers: (Always, because), (When you use harmful
chemicals), (Never, plants are awesome), (When they’re
invasive)

Question 23: Why are LED lights good for the
environment? (Choose 1-4 answers)
Answers: (LED bulbs can be made from recycled
material), (LED lights last longer), (LED lights are
more durable), (LED bulbs can be recycled)

Question 24: Is using a multi-use tote bag instead of a
one-time use plastic bag better for the environment?
Answers: (YES), (NO) (MAYBE), (I DON’T KNOW)

Question 25: Why should you use less detergent to be
better for the environment? (Choose 1-4 answers)
Answers: (You’ll use more water), (Its large plastic
bottles are bad), (It is very costly to produce),
(Freshwater algae blooms will grow)




